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PROPOSAL 
The initial source of inspiration for my work has 
been by relating 'human nature' (mine in particular) 
to my metaphorical assumptions on the concept of 
opposite in natural phenomena. I value these ideas, 
but don't want to be precious or self-conscious 
about them. 
I am attempting to resolve my concerns visually 
by - 
(a) projecting my feelings onto my intimate, immed- 
iate locality and a less personal, larger 
surrounding landscape. In a sense I am probably 
creating analogies between inner and outer 
spaces, but I want to retain a feeling of 
tension within the images to reiterate different 
Spaces. 
I should mention that my treatment of visual 
space is dominated by a tendency to experience 
space as a barrier; possessing the same proper-
ties as matter. 
(b) by trying to achieve a tense, psychological 
interaction between self and subject, or subject 
and environment, or between one image and 
another within a pair or group of images. 
Both points (a) and (b) are ultimately used to achieve 
similar results, but I utilise and need to rely 
on 'chance' in the latter to allow the outer space 
to arrange itself. 
I will continue to pursue my concerns via the medium 
of photography, but I have recently renewed my interest 
in etching. I would like to utilise the expressive 
quality of the mark as it relates to my ideas. 
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I intend 	to explore — marks as an expression of 
inner feelings, 
words as personal similes to 
describe outer spaces, 
and images as an amalgamation 
of both. 
At this stage my imagery has been controlled by 
these criteria, but I have been considering aspects 
of process and presentation as reinforcement for 
my ideas. 
I have asked myself why is it so difficult to achieve 
a 'significant' statement from a single image? Why 
do photographers generally present work in groups, 
pairs, sets, etc.? 
Collage interests me as an alternative method, but 
I feel that this process should only be applied 
if it can reinforce my ideas and does not interfere 
with the integrity of the image. I propose to explore 
collage as a means of presentation. 
Also, as my seminar topic was derived from my major 
concerns, it is probable that I may want to expand 
and explore its visual potential. Briefly, the topic 
'Art and Sport' was chosen to allow me to utilise 
the concept of a 'marathon runner' acting on his 
environment or visa versa. At this stage no concrete 
visual imagery has evolved, but I have been researching 
visual and written material dealing with movement 
through space. 
During the course it is very probable that other 
aspects may emerge in my work, which I would reasonably 
want to follow up, recognising the speculative nature 
of art. However, I see a challenge in achieving 
the qualities outlined above; they at the very least 
provide a substantial point of departure. 
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SECTION II 	SEMINAR PAPERS 
SEMINAR PAPER NO.1 
'FORM/MEANING 
an investigation 
"We have to distinguish between myths and 
fictions. Fictions can degenerate into 
myth whenever they are not consciously held 
to be fictive" ... "Myths operate within 
the diagrams of ritual, which presupposes 
total and adequate explanation of things 
as they are and were, it is a sequence of 
radically unchangeable gesture. Fictions are 
for finding thingsgout, and they change as 
the need for sense making change. Myths call 
for absolutes, fictions for conditional 
assent." 1. 
What is the quote implying? That there are opposition-
al approaches to knowledge of "the real"; one that 
will not allow change to occur (that the "real" 
is either known or unknowable); the other that will 
allow change (that we don't know if anything is 
"known" or "knowable"). 
In other words, myths are essentially conservative 
"agents of stability" and fictions are potentially 
radical "agents of change". 
Lentricchia argues that Kermode's distinctions are 
too sharply drawn. Both myth and fiction are derived 
from "an expressive or formative act of consciousness 
and are therefore both nonmimitic creations of 
order, and for this reason, fictions are as closed 
off as fictions from mimetic access to the real 
as myth is. Fictions and myths are alike, nonmimetic 
creations of order. The real distinction lies not 
in the fiction per se but in the self-conscious 
way it is held in the overall unintentionality within 
which fictions are given to us." 2. 
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What Lentricchia is getting at are the pitfalls 
implicit in the conservative fictionalist approach, 
that is, the unresolved, contradictory intention 
in approach. 
"The final belief is to believe in a 
fiction, which you know to be fiction, 
there being nothing else, the exquisite 
truth is to know that it is a fiction 
and that you believe in it willingly." 3. 
The problematic in the conservative fictionalist 
approach then seems to be the implicit weakness 
of intention — an intention which is unresolved 
and contradictory, its contradictory impulse to 
unite fictive satisfactions with cognitive necessities. 
One way of grasping the basic difficulty of the 
position is the indeterminate valuation of those 
key terms that appear to generate the entire position. 
Lentricchia goes on to say ... "the basic antithesis 
of fiction and reality results in the granting to 
fiction of apparently good things like structure, 
order, a concordant temporality and a world of pure 
contemplation where all ideas can be entertained 
without consequence because ideological nuances 
are neutered by the play of the fictive mode itself. 
(The latest generation of Yale New Critics will 
call this the self—deconstructive quality of the 
poetic text)" ... "Against these values of fiction 
stand the qualities of reality: disorder, chaos, 
a discordant temporanity without beginning or end, 
and a world of praxis where ideas always embody 
the consequences of repressive ideology." (My emphasis)4' 
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Yet no sooner is this neo-idealist fictive act of 
consciousness seen as an act of freedom from the 
determining forces of reality than it is quickly 
dismissed by an existential notion which sees fictive 
arrangements as being impoverished in the fact of 
being itself. Fictions become lies, fantasies, pre-
given paradigms whose imposition upon experience 
constitutes a massive act of "bad faith", turning 
human being into an illusion. Everywhere fictions 
are charged with self-contradictions; we need them 
but are suspicious of them. 
On the one hand they are used to "discover the truth 
of the real" and on the other "to escape, to recognise 
and pay adequate respect to the real time, the time 
of the world, and to inform mere successiveness a 
("one damn thing after the other") with the Aristotel-
ian literary necessity of temporal beginning, middle 
and end, or a more exquisite contradiction; to assert 
a right to an arbitrary and private norm what 
is a private norm?" 5. 
"At the level of absolute acceptance meaning, 
paradoxically would be everywhere and nowhere: 
everywhere in thecperfect clarity of the 
immediately and always intelligible reality, 
nowhere in that this reality is lived as 
immediacy, as ismorphically simultaneous 
with -reality, in a manner which reduces the 
process of knowledge to one of recognition." 6. 
Lentricchia would agree that the main thrust of 
the conservative fictionalist thesis is correct. 
"Truth and reality are terms in Stevens that tend 
to stand for that objectively knowable lump of there-
ness - a conception close to what Frye calls our 
environment - which awaits metamorphosis on the 
blue guitar." 7. 
"From this the poem springs; 
that we live in a place 
That is not our own - and much more not 
ourselves." 8. 
Lentricchia concludes that Stevens' thought, 	on 
its conservative side, is radically dualistic and 
very often paranoid; it is "a liberation of crisis 
in which romantic humanism rushes towards its finale 
of despair." 
"What matters who's speaking, someone 
said, what matters :3 who's speaking." 9. 
To despair is to imply that one is despairing of 
some 'positive' (where 'positive' merely implies 
the opposite of absence). 
Beckett uses a vehicle of communication, the social 
production of meaning, to express the absence of 
a social world. Every Beckett character is apparently 
on a quest for himself. One might rather say that 
the Beckett character adopts the normal fictive 
forms (of the quest for oneself). However, characters 
are completely self-enclosed, they are outside any 
external determining (social) factors. Beckett's 
characters are nomads, they never move, never change; 
communication becomes obsolete, if not impossible. 
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With kafka, we experience, the breakdown of communic-
ation, but not the breakdown of meaning. It is, approp-
riately, not possible to exemplify this by recourse 
to a quotation from the texts. His chief characters 
find themselves in a suddenly alien world, mysteriously 
put under arrest, or unable to communicate directly 
with the authorities demanding service, suffering 
from a deep unease, a guilt without crime, tormented 
by a lack of any direct communication by senseless 
obstacles, by apparent contradictions that waver 
between irrationality and a suggestion of a more 
profound rationality out of reach. 
Unlike Beckett's world, Kafka's world is still struct-
ured, it is not irrational, although, the events 
that occur in his world are dislocated. 
Kafka's characters express 	the modern dilemma of 
'alienation'. Whereas Beckett's characters are beyond 
'alienation'; they inhabit a space where the production 
of meaning, or even the breakdown of meaning is 
impossible. 
"All propositions are of equal value." 6.4 	10. 
"Thersense of the world must lie outside 
the world. In the world everything happens as 
it does happen: in it there is no value - 
and if it did exist, it would have no value. 
It there is any value that does have value, it 
must lie outside the whole sphere of what 
happens and is the case. For all that happens 
and is the case is accidental. What makes it 
non-accidental cannot lie within the world, since 
if it did it would itself be accidental. It 
must lie outside the world." 	6.41 11. 
Language is an artefact amongst other artefacts. 
It is the product of social attribution of meaning. 
It must not be relegated to some land of transcendental 
reality. 
"...at the very moment of their being perceived, 
objects are placed within an 	intelligible system 
of relationships..." Material production and language 
production stem from the same need to order the 
environment ... "it is however, a doubly privileged 
tool: not only providing the means of socialising 
all instrumental 	operations, 	but, 	also providing 
the means of constructing those abstractions which 
locate these operations within a culture." 12. 
Roland Barthes pointed out the function of the social 
artefact of language, and incidentally some of the 
problems involved with it when he wrote that 
"The pressure of capitalist language 
is a kind of unconscious" 13. 
Extending the boundaries of what he meant by "language" 
somewhat he also expressed the danger inherent in 
adopting too strictly any code of practice. 
"Each time when having gone a little way 
with a language, I have felt that its 
systems consists in, and in that way is 
stepping towards a kind of reductionism 
and a disapproval. I have quietly left and 
looked elsewhere." (R. Barthes) 14. 
This seems to be something which has happened with 
the 	deconstructivist thinkers 	I have 	mentioned. 
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In conclusion, I would like to say that it is a 'con-
ceit' (a 'metaphysical conceit') to literally 'throw 
meaning out the window', while at the same time ut-
ilising the socially determined production of meaning 
to do so. It makes NO-SENSE. 
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SEMINAR PAPER NO.2 
THE GENEOLOGY OF MORALS REVISTED 
1 
The age of the Enlightenment formulated a secular 
morality which was rationalised along the following 
lines. God is a useless and costly hypothesis, so 
we will do without it. However, if we are to have 
morality, a society, and a law abiding world, it 
is essential that certain values should be taken 
seriously. They must have an a priori existence ascribed 
to them. Placed in more succinct terms, "...the purport 
of all that we in France call radicalism - nothing 
will be changed if God does not exist; we shall still 
discover the same norms of honesty progress and human-
ity ..." 1. 
But let us pause for a moment: 
"All the traditions of the dead 
generations weigh like a nightmare 
on the brains of the living." 2. 
The history of morals is largely the history of the 
transgression of morality. 
Foucault ascertains that knowledge is gained only 
by the criticism of knowledge. Thinking therefore 
is a continual transgression of established norms 
of truth. Thinking is a political act because these 
norms are socially constructed and maintained. 
Barry Smart says of Foucault, "the focus of his work 
has fallen upon the reality of domination." 3. 
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"a power whose model is essentially juridicial, 
centred on nothing more than the statement of the 
law and the operation of taboos. All the modes 
of domination, submission and subjugation are 
ultimately reduced to an effect of obedience." 4. 
Power and knowledge involve for Foucault a history 
of transgressiion, and generally these two words 
could be said to sum up Foucault's critique, or 
theory. That is, the problems posed by the juxta-
position of these two topics provide the theoretical 
content of all Foucault's thinking. 
Actual knowledge in society is a political activity 
which attempts to mask the role of power in knowledge. 
At the centre of Foucault's conception of sex and 
sexuality is the view that the dominant explanation 
of the expression of human sexuality is one derived 
from the repression hypothesis. 
"Repressions and prohibitions, exclusions 
and rejections, techniques and methods bring 
individuals under surveillance, a clinical 
will to know (libido sciendi), which is 
nurtured in its cognitive operations is the 
exercise of power that practices subjection 
by the specification of objects and the 
creation of a domain of objectivity. To know 
is to exercise the power of subjection and 
domination, hence power-knowledge." 5. 
For Foucault, society at large comes under the discip-
line of the rational norm. In The History of Sex-
uality, the myth of Victorian repression hides the 
true function of sexuality. 
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Where the traditional aristocracy relied on parentage, 
the bourgeoisie employed heredity, eugenics and de-
generation. "Sex for the bourgeoisie is the autosex-
ualization of its body in which it affirms itself 
by raising the political price of its body." 6. "What 
differentiated the bourgeoisie from other classes 
was not the quality of sexuality, but the intensity 
of its repression." 7. 
Charles Lemert and Garth Gillan have pointed out 
that 'at the moment when programmes were being launched 
to repress incest in rural populations, psychoanalysis 
was aiding the bourgeoisie to discover incest in 
the midst of family relationships and to liberate 
their incestuous desires. The price of repression 
is high, but affordable ..." and ' ...The increase 
in the number of writings on health and long life 
attest to this coupling of the vigor of the body 
with political and economic hegemony. Here, for Fou-
cault, is the social significance of repression." 
8. 
Following along the lines of morality being a t rans-
gression of morals I will 'briefly' introduce some 
of the ideas of two thinkers who explicitly pursued 
this path of transgression. 
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"...Dying man: "...can you reconcile the goodness 
of your supposed God with this 
creed; can he have wanted to create 
me to give himself the pleasure 
of punishing me, and that only 
as a result of choice over which 
I have no control? 
Priest: 	You have. 
Dying man: 
Dying man: 
Yes, according to your prejudices; 
but reason destroys these, and 
the creed of man's free will was 
only invented to forge that of 
grace so propitious to your fantasies. 
What man is there in the world 
who, seeing the scaffold side by 
side with the crime would commit 
it. There is not a single virtue 
that is not deemed by Nature, and 
conversely, not a single crime 
that is not necessary to her. In 
the perfect equilibrium in which 
she keeps one and the other lies 
all her art: and can we be held 
guilty for the side to which she 
throws us?..." 
The whole of human morality 	is 
contained 	in 	this 	saying: 	make 
others happy as you would wish 
to be yourself and do them no more 
ill than you would wish to receive 
..." 9. 
de Sade fought against all artifices, against all 
traps laid for us by a false and importunate reality 
which degrades man. To the formula: 'You are what 
you are' he added: "You can be something else." 
I will allow de Sade to have the last say. 
"Pedants, . executioners, turnkeys, 
legislators, tonsured rabble, what will 
become of you when we shall have reached 
that point? What will become of your 
religion, of your gallows, of your paradise, 
of your gods, of your hell, when it shall 
be demonstrated that such and such a flow 
liquids such a degree of acidity in the blood 
or in the animal spirits, is sufficient to 
make a man the object of your penalties or your 
rewards?" 10. 
"How the world" finally became a fable. (Subtitled 
The History of an error). A history of Platonism 
in six stages. 
"(1) The true world, attainable for the 
sage, the pious, the virtuous man - he 
lives in it, he is it. (This is the oldest 
form of the idea, relatively clever, simple, 
convincing. It is the paraphrase of the 
proposition, 'I, Plato, am the truth.') 
(2) The true world, now unattainable, 
• but promised to the sage, the pious, the 
virtuous man ('the sinner who repents'). 
(Progress of the idea: it becomes subtler, 
more enticing, less graspable - it becomes 
female, it becomes Christian). 
(3) The true world, unattainable, unprovable, 
unpromisable, but the mere thought of it is a 
consolation, an obligation, an imperative. 
(Basically this is the old sun again, but 
seen through mist and scepticism; the idea 
has become sublime, pale, northern, 
Konigsbergian.) 
(4) The true world - unattainable? at any 
rate unattained. And, being unattained, it 
is also unknown. Therefore not consoling, 
redeeming, obligating: for what obligation 
could something unknown impose on us? (Grey 
morning. Reason's first yawning, the cock-
crow of positivism.) 
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(5) The 'true' world — now an idea that is 
no use for anything and does not even provide 
the grounds of an obligation — an idea that has 
become useless and redundant and therefore a 
refuted idea: let us abolish it! (Bright day; 
breakfast; return of bon sens and cheerfulness; 
Plato blushing embarrassedly; pandemonium of all 
free spirits.) 
(6) We have abolished the true world: what 
world has remained? the world of appearances 
perhaps? ... But no! with the true world we have 
also abolished the world of appearances! (Noon; 
moment of the briefest shadow, end of the largest 
error; the zenith of humanity; INCIPIT 
ZARATHUSTRA.)" 11. 
"...I commenced an investigation .•. I 
commenced to undermine our faith in morality. 
But you do not understand me." 12. 
"...For a long time there has been speech 
and persuasion on earth morality has shown 
itself to be the greatest of all mistresses 
of seduction ... But morality does not merely 
have at its command every kind of means of 
frightening off critical hands and torture 
instruments: its security reposes far more a 
certain art of enchantment it has at its dis-
posal — it knows how to inspire." 13. 
Carroll suggests that Nietzsche was more than anyone 
else, the thinker who introduced that movement against 
the .Enliihtenment -,— in particular liberal rationalism. 
"Nietzsche's theory is based on reason is 
always subordinate to will ... There is this 
very threatening ambivalence, whieh starts 
in Nietzsche, about how much culture, and 
everything we value, is dependent on 
repression." 14. 
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"Utilitarian. Moral sensibilities are 
nowadays at such cross-purposes that to 
one man a morality is proved by its utility, 
while to another its utility refutes it." 15. 
Thinking can be a transgression of established norms 
but, thinking is a political act because the norms 
are socially constructed and maintained. Both de 
Sade and Nietzsche were political thinkers - they 
sought to expose the ideological bases of conventional 
morality. In so doing however, neither offered a 
coherent alternative. 
Nietzsche himself confirmed his own political version 
of nihilism (that is everything should be torn down 
to enable it to be built better). 
"...we are hostile ... from the heart to 
everything that wants to mediate and mix 
with us ... it is only as men of this 
conscience that we still feel ourselves 
related to the German integrity and piety 
of millennia, even if as its most questionable 
and final descendants, we immoralists, 
we godless men of today, indeed in a certain 
sense as its heirs, as the executors of its 
innermost will - a pessimistic will, as 
aforesaid, which does not draw back from 
denying itself because it denies with joy." 16. 
In essence then, Nietzsche's deconstruction of values 
or morality, did not provide any 'positive' basis 
for a positive reconstruction to take place. 
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Without positive reconstruction a breakdown of meaning 
eventuates. There would be little point in examining 
this historical problem if it were only historical. 
It does however have certain implications for contemp-
orary theory. 
There are those who can see this as a difficulty 
involved in Post-structuralist theory in its entirety. 
There is no doubt that the deconstruction project 
in its latest stage implicitly if not explicitly 
is a resurgence of conservatism, and it could be 
postulated that Foucault's texts will be appropriated 
into that process. 
A critic who has discussed this "course of events" 
is Perry Anderson in his book, In the tracks of 
Historical Materialism. 
"Emblematic in this regard were the 
writers and critics of the Tel Quel 
group, Phillippe Sollers, Julia Kristeva 
and others, who switched virtually over- 
night from strident asseverations of mater-
ialism and a cult of the social order in 
China, to revaluations of mysticism and 
exaltation of the social order in the 
United States." 17. 
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SECTION III 	REPRODUCTIONS OF PIVOTEL WORKS 
1. Extract from series - Investigating the 
Confinement of a Figure in Space (with-
in a border of grease - a binding/imper-
vious/slippery agent; within torn paper 
edges). 
NB Manipulation occurs outside 'actual' 
image area. 
2. The Figure Versus Transcendence. 
A Bound Body Detached/Attached 
to its Environment. 
NB Manipulated Image. 
2 
".11■' * 
3. 	Introduction of 'The Face'. 
4. A Simple Photo-Montage Image Employing 
'Metaphorical' Objects. 
4 
5. A Complex Photo-Montage utilising four 
Separate Images to Construct a 'Single' 
Image. 
6. Concentration on a Specific Feature, 
the 'Face' as a 'Phenomenological' 
Object. Soft Focus Equated to 
'Ephemerality'. 
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7. Concentration on a Specific Feature 
'The Face' as a 'Phenomenological' 
Object. Contrast/Grain Equated to 
Materiality. 
SECTION IV 	JOURNAL EXTRACTS 
SOME AREAS OF THOUGHT 
1 
One day began when we were still unborn. •This day 
was not unusual. 	Days aren't. 	What was it that 
marked this day or any other day? 	Somewhere someone 
hopes, someone fears. 
Three cheers. 
Cultivating Greenhouse hearts. 	Stakes 	abounding. 
Chew through the doubts. Bare the bones. Magnificent, 
sinewed marble flesh. 
Burn daylight sleeping partner. Waste. 
The Spy  
Infiltration you may say. Prepare the nest. I keep 
chewing peeling skin. It is safer to be vague under 
such circumstances. 
"Nothing is sacred to you lot 
You know why?" 
embryo brains giggle 
in a blue vessel 
fragile pourings flow. 
2 
Space expands, contrasts, envelopes, enfolds, unfolds, 
cringes, bites, stings, cuts, hates, loves, comes 
and goes, whispers, emptiness, and floats rigidly. 
I believe I have been duped. 
Criticism plays a tennis match. 	An ace in tennis; 
how humiliating - an 'absolute' delivery. 
Is a 'game' an exercise in dialectics? 	No, we need 
an 'obsolete' winner. 
Has there been an 'I' posited in everything I have 
ever read or said? Of course there has; either 
myself or the 'other'. 
WITNESS AGAIN 
TAKE AN OBJECT: KNIFE  
Compare physical/actual properties and compare with 
associative qualities in my mind 
Knife becomes sharpness - cuts 	- meat 
hardness 	- hurts 	- flesh 
strength 	- kills 	- humans 
Now take 'meat', 'flesh', 'humans' 
redness 	- burns 	- fire 
fattiness - clogs - drowns 
tenderness - touches - child 
paleness - cringes - death 
Visuality = assemblage of objects pertaining to 
actual and associative 'qualities'. 
WHAT IS GRAFFITI THEN? MY NAME? 
MY IDENTITY? 
I don't, I can't, I must not have the space? Do 
•I wonder? Or do I wander? Do I have all the 'time 
in the world' to wonder? Or do I have that much 
'time in the world' to wander? Does it make any 
difference? 
If the universe did not contain traces, it would 
be impossible for there to be any thought at all. 
Without traces there can be no thought without thought 
there can be no traces - the law of entrophy? 
Memory keeps the desire for revenge alive. Is memory 
an authentic function? 
Is the appearance of truth indebted to the subject 
matter, or is the life of the subject matter indebted 
to the truth? 
3 
Flesh of hate crushed to pulp is regurgitated love. 
HE may not cope with reality. 
HE 'feels' like a cactus. 
Sapping infection; prickly skin; pulpy brain. 
The spy infiltrates you may say - an interloper 
- the nest is being prepared. I keep chewing on 
peeling skin. I find it is much safer to be vague 
under such circumstances. 
It doesn't make any difference. Who cares? I do? 
How long will we remember? 
Scalp the mourning weeds 
tease out the roots/shoots 
Shot 
Watch the sniper miss 
This time round down 
Bite the bullet. 
Is everything limited: 	restricted to 	the 	limits 
of experience, that is I find in things only what 
I have put into things? 
4 
5 
The drive for achievement breaks barriers: Roger 
Bannister broke the psychological barrier of the 
four minute mile. Did he eliminate pain? or did 
he celebrate it? 
The state of reality and a state of mind are incompat-
ible anomalies: solution? Split the difference? 
Alluvial rot is what I've got. 
Latency is man's worst enemy but also his best friend. 
Cynicism solves the ambiguities. 
The perpetual flow, the perpetual battle: the aweful 
realisation of the inevitable. 
Can the illusioned unconsciousness take itself as 
valueless or must the valueless be always the immanent 
something by which it is haunted? OR can the illusioned 
unconsciousnes take itself as value or must the 
valuable be always the transcendent something by 
which it is haunted? OR 
OR 
OR 
If I position myself - it is from a selfish, not 
an altruistic point of view. 
To salvage: from what? for what purposes - manipul-
ation, appropriation, condemnation, elevation. 
No new meanings only re-arranged doubt. Meaning 
has not materialised. It has escaped me I play 
noughts and crosses. 
Preservation implies 'value' judgment - deserving: 
Deserve implies punishment/reward. 
Ideologies preserve both good and evil. 
It is in their interest to do so. 
Duality = power. 
What about negating disorder? 
It's preventative medicine after all. 
6 
7 
Genetic engineering. 'We would like to deaden emotion 
(to reduce depression, shyness) but we don't want 
her devoid of artistic ability, aggressiveness, 
competitiveness. We want her to be happy. Genetic 
supermarket - buy what you think you need. Buy what 
you want. 
Meaning as we thought we knew it or wanted to know 
it bled to death. They say it incurred fifteen stabs 
to the heart before a fatal blow to the head 
stilled its twitching nerves. Now - what do we 
do with the corpse? Give it meaning again; that 
is if we don't bury it, it will spread disease. 
Something always happens. 
Why is there nothing? 
You have to have something before it is taken away. 
We can scientifically create 'voids' but we still 
create it. 
Gravity - everything 	is attached to everything, 
everything exerts an influence on everything. 
It is never now and it is always after before. 
8 
What do you call someone who wants to correct, re-
align our position? 
BRICK OR MORTAR? 
You want to follow me? 
Well take your place behind me while I follow myself, 
myself. 
That's history. 
You want to follow me? 
Well take your place in front of me and I will follow 
myself, and we will both stand still. 
The Medusa image: Blank response, the distance 
deception, thick ice, the surface cut. 
She thought beyond them. 
Away from them. Facing them. 
Where are they? 
I must get up and move through the spaces, act on 
the spaces, but the objects change their position. 
"Can I see you for a moment please?" 
said he. 
"Take a cold shower", 
said she. 
"I couldn't make it", 
said he. 
"Smile", 
said I. 
"I can't control my balance", 
said she. 
"I can live with that", 
said I. 
Two times twice 
Think about the time a fire 
was there. 
No! Where? 
over here 
where? 
forget it. 
Play and pleasure in the 20th Century equals muscular 
dystrophy. 
9 
10 
The hero died. It took a long time. Three nights, 
well, let's say six hours. Who is going to clean 
up the mess he left behind? Not six pair of eyes. 
I'll just think about it. Lights on. 
An electron is neither a particle nor a wave, but 
it may show particle like aspects in some situations 
and wave—like aspects in others. 
Disturbing distance barred/bare. 
The dense invisible/inches meter advance/retreat. 
Arranging mass wall shift. Elasticised space jerking 
split and spit. 
Entail = to cause or involve by necessity or conse-
quence A FREEZE FRAME. 
My image fluctuates as I act on and am acted upon. 
How can I (accept) when I am never really still? 
But I/we beg to be let be. 
Now's do not coincide,they don't exist. But 'what 
a co—incidence.' 
Am I hoping to find some truth in what they say? 
After all they are only ideas. How do you extract 
'truth'? I must proceed to dissect. This 'may' prove 
to be an impossible task unless the 'classification' 
method is utilised. 
Dissecting, cutting into, penetrating. What is ex-
tracted? Hollowness? 
How do I begin to discuss this idea without employing 
a process which is its very antithesis? 
Extract from Marxist literature. 
"...we would all be in a position to discuss art. 
Art would become 'knowledge' to be ..." 
No. They would become knowledgeable persons discussing 
the uselessness of art. 
1 1 
Is irony replete? 
Everything has been pushed and pulled this way and 
that. The world is a jig—saw with missing pieces. 
Origin = rise, beginning, source. In all its early 
uses origin had a static sense, or some point or 
some force or person from which subsequent things 
and conditions have arisen. The point being that 
this point has no origin but itself. 
I would like to say that I am my origin but 'I am 
out of joint'. Maybe my hip was dislocated after 
all that poking and prodding. 
Montage equals a struggle between the imaginary, 
the symbolic and the real. 
12 
Relationships are exclusionary devices. 
13 
Equilibrium is a state of affairs that has no inherent 
tendency to change while circumstances remain the 
same. 
Disequilibrium is a state of affairs that has an 
inherent tendency to change while circumstances 
remain different. 
How do you rid yourself of a clot in your throat, 
a stiff upper lip? This gilded guilt. 
What has replaced the quest for the impossible dream; 
another impossible dream. Or more to the point 'the 
age of Reagan'. 
Before you settle to the task of 'changing a situation' 
you understand yourself, and then yourself 'in rela-
tion'. 
How can there be such a thing as a unanimous verdict? 
Who needs a safety net? I do. 
A 'SPECIFIC' INVESTIGATION OF ONE AREA OF THOUGHT 
"I am alone, I am transfixed in a necessity which you cannot disturb" 
As I am what I am I am indaatructible 
Being what I am and without reservation my solitude knows about your 
solitude! azriCT, 
Everything is dead but good, because it's good before coming alive, not 
dead after being alive. 	A. 6-%/4 ,1"...,( 
' Desire is to lack what one has and to give what one does not have: a 
matter of supplements, not compliments.' 	(.!) 
Yin and Yang: two pole 's which set the limits for the cycle of change. 
The yang having reached its climax retreats in favour of the yin. 
The yin having reached its climax retreats in favour of the yang. 
Need is directed towards a specific object and is satisfied by it. 
Need pushes us from the rear - we try to get back to something, to 
protect something, and we are then driven by this need. 
The desire on the other hand, is not a relation to a real object independent 
of the subject but a relation to a fantasy." 	AGC"- 4"'"> (. 7) 
Does a desire pull us ahead to new possibilities. 	Is desire positive and 
need negative? 
I was not satisfied: 
EMPTY NEVER FULL 	1/2 empty 
full 
Reality I was told consisted of the dynamic movement between two opposite 
polarities, there was a hidden clause: 
i.e. attraction/repulsion principle 
"opposites attract" appealed to me. 
1 + 1 = 1 an d 1 + 1 = 2 	dem6nstrated reality for me. 
1 + 1 = 1 = union of two opposites 
1 + 1 = 2 = separation of two opposites 
TO UNITE: 	incorporate, alloy, intertwine, amalgamate , embody, absorb, 
belnd, re-embody, merge, fuse, melt, unite, melt, into one, consolidate, 
coalesce, neutralize, impregnate, marry, wed. 
TO SEPARATE: 	divorce, part, detalch, cut off, rescind , segregate, insulate, 
isolate, sever, cut, segment, incise, saw, snipt, slit , split, crack, break, 
tear, bust, rapture, wramch, slash, gash, hash, slice. 
2. 
Unite would seem preferable but reality also necessitated a drawing apart, 
therefore I would at one moment be a dual being and at the next an autonomous 
being. 
This was an intolerable situation - was there no escape from the perpetual flow, 
the aweful realisation of the inevitable limitation. The only comfort was 
the fact that by not "turning towards" in response to external stimuli (which 
in Nature constitutes a death wish) I would stay alive. 
I was in one constant state - and should have been content with that. 	I wanted 
more. 	Did I want sameness? i.e. Did I want to overcame opposites? 
I though 1 + 1 = 3 
(the 3 being the product of two like entities meeting. 	Of course if I 
materialised this I would have to accept a clone as the result. 	But that 
obviously did not deter me because I only wanted to enlarge myself (I wanted to 
fill the whole space with myself). --LNoT 4 Wv4r 	urAtnS:3 
I thought of myself as a line of force (travelling along a straight trajectorary) 
I could not think in terms of curves. I had to make a choice obviously between 
two configu rations. Well I chose a straight line looking for another straight 
line, and therein lay my downfall. 
I imagined two straight lines travelling in opposite directions, But I had to 
set up an invisable barrier from which ,I immediately bounced off. 
• = 	
• , 7 A41 pOSI Nh i,„„„y1V • •1,44,vfie 
5•00". It was becoming a curve again ( which AmPlied a circle ( a closing in). 	I 
refused to accept this: so my line had to become a parabola - a line that was 
infinite 
If I did dare to allow this line to curve 
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SECTION V 	VISUAL DOCUMENTATION OF EXHIBITION 
